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Abstract

Study objectives – (1) To assess the extent to which death of a spouse causes excess mortality by controlling for the effects of confounding and other sources of bias. Three possible sources of bias are considered: accidents common to spouses, common socioeconomic environment, and common lifestyles. (2) To assess the duration specific effects of death of a spouse on mortality.

Design and setting – Prospective study of mortality in Finland among all 35–84 year old married Finnish men and women (1 580 000 people). Baseline sociodemographic measurement from the 1985 census records. Follow up by computerised record linkage to death certificate registers for the period 1986–91 (about 116 000 deaths, of which almost 10 000 among the bereaved) using personal identification codes.

Results – (1) After controlling for confounding effects, excess mortality was 17% in men and 6% in women. (2) Excess mortality was higher for short durations than long durations of bereavement. (3) Excess mortality after bereavement was higher in men than women.

Conclusions – Controlling for confounding does not seem to have a crucial modifying effect on the relationship between spousal bereavement and mortality. It seems that death of a spouse has a causal effect on mortality. However, although spousal bereavement is a major stressful life event, this causal effect seems to be relatively small and short lived.

(J Epidemiol Community Health 1996;50:264–268)

Besides being relevant to the care of widowed people, study of the health effects of spousal bereavement offers a more general opportunity to evaluate the effects of emotional stress and loss of social support on mortality. Although there are some differences in details, most studies indicate that mortality rates after the death of a spouse are higher than in married persons for both men and women.1–4 This excess mortality may be due to the causal effects of the loss of a spouse, but bias or confounding could also be involved. Three main artefact explanations can be proposed:

- A common accident involving both spouses. These include motor vehicle accidents, fires, or drowning. Many of these accidents lead to the death of both spouses on the same day, but in some cases the death of the other spouse may be delayed by several days or weeks, thus creating an impression that bereavement caused the death.
- Homogamy – that is, the tendency of similar persons to marry. If this homogamous tendency is based on predisposition to illness (for example, the sick or those with poor health potential or substance abusers marry each other) the times of death of spouses will cluster and create an impression of bereavement causing death.1,5
- A common unfavourable environment shared by the spouses.6 It is reasonable to assume that couples share many aspects of their daily life. Part of this “common environment” may be hazardous to health. For example, spouses may share substandard housing or an unhealthy diet. Spouses’ deaths may thus be correlated and be from causes that have a similar aetiology.

There are several assumptions about how the loss of a spouse may cause excess mortality. It has been suggested that the mechanisms involved include (1) emotional stress and grief,7 (2) loss of social support,8 or (3) loss of material or task support.9 Before analysing these mechanisms it is necessary to establish the extent to which the observed excess mortality is in fact due to the causal effects of bereavement. This paper aims to assess the extent to which loss of a spouse causes excess mortality by eliminating, as adequately as possible, the three artefactual explanations proposed. At this stage we will not be analysing the mechanisms underlying the possible causal effect of loss of spouse on mortality. Furthermore, we will examine the effects of the death of a spouse on mortality in relation to duration of bereavement.

Our data set is based on linked census and death records and provides a good opportunity to tackle these research questions. The data cover a large population and allow more accurate control of confounding than has been the case in previous studies.

Data

The study is based on the 1985 census records in Finland linked with all deaths during the period 1986–91. The linking together of the data sets has been carried out by Statistics Finland by means of personal identification codes.7 This analysis is concerned with married men and women aged between 35–84 years.
in the 1985 census. The study population is followed for the subsequent five years after the death of a spouse. Death of the reference person is followed for six years. About 0·3% of deaths could not be matched to a census record. The error caused by divorce after the census is small; in the late 1980s the divorce rate among 35–44 and 50–64 year old married women was around 1·5 and 0·5%, respectively.9

There were about 820 000 married men and 760 000 married women at the beginning of the follow up. The number of deaths was about 116 000, of which almost 10 000 were among the widowed. Altogether 22 294 men and 61 686 women were widowed during the follow up period. Deaths in 1986 were classified according to the 8th revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Deaths (ICD), and deaths in 1987–91 according to the 9th revision.

DURATION OF BEREAVEMENT
Duration of bereavement is divided into nine categories. The classification reflects the importance of analysing mortality shortly after bereavement, when the acute stress is believed to be most severe. Spouses who died on the same day were not considered as widowed because in most cases it was impossible to determine which spouse was widowed (that is, died later). Information on the spouse’s date of death was obtained by linking all married persons’ death records to those of their surviving spouse of 1985.

CONTROL VARIABLES
In each age group widowed persons were on average somewhat older than married persons. If wide age groups are used for age standardisation, widowed persons will have an artificially high excess mortality.5 To avoid such bias we controlled for age at the start of the follow up in one year intervals. Our calculations showed that for total mortality the upward bias in death rates among men was 10% when five year as opposed to one year age groups were used for standardisation. The bias is 40% when 10 year age groups are utilised. The corresponding biases among women were 20 and 90%.

Characteristics of the socioeconomic environment – socioeconomic status of the household, region of residence, language group, and size of the household – may have an effect on mortality.5–10 As these variables are common attributes of both spouses or characterise the household, they may be confounding variables generating excess mortality among the bereaved.

Two measures of socioeconomic status are used: housing tenure and family disposable income. Housing tenure was divided into two categories: (1) living in owner occupied housing and (2) living in rented housing or information on housing tenure not available.

Family disposable income comprised all income earned by the family members, including wages, pensions, maternity allowances, child benefits, etc. Taxes were deducted. The information on different sources of income come from the tax return forms held in the registers of the National Board of Taxation and the registers of the Social Insurance Institution.

The measure of family disposable income was divided into quartiles. Persons with no information on family disposable income (0·3% of the total study population) were slotted into the lowest income category.

The first four groups of size of household consisted of persons who live in households that are from one to four in size. The fifth category included all those who lived in a household with five or more persons.

The six category classification of region of residence was based on the 12 provinces of Finland. The classification distinguishes eastern and western provinces and separates the poorer northern provinces from the better off provinces of southern Finland. Language group was divided into two categories: Finnish speakers (93%) and others (7%), of whom most were Swedish speakers.

All variables describing common socioeconomic environment were measured at the individual level. However, with the exception of language, all these characteristics were shared by the household. This guaranteed, as far as possible, that these characteristics were in fact “common”.

Methods
The deaths and exposures were cross tabulated according to the variables included in the analysis. Poisson regression analysis was used in the analysis of the cross tabulations.11 The GLIM statistical package was used in fitting the models.12 The parameters of the Poisson models are presented as relative mortality rates. The first category of each explanatory variable was taken as a reference group, with a relative rate of one.

In addition to age, period (one year periods) was controlled for in all models. Controlling for period is necessary because the study cohort ages during the follow up period. Ageing creates upward bias in the relative mortality rates at longer durations of bereavement. In a six year cohort follow up, deaths at long durations of bereavement all take place during the latter part of the follow up period among persons who are on average somewhat older than the non-bereaved reference group.

Results
EXCESS MORTALITY IN RELATION TO DURATION OF BEREAVEMENT
Excess mortality among all bereaved men was 21%. In the first week, the excess was more than 50%, but it slowly dropped to a level of around 20% after six months of bereavement. The excess mortality among all bereaved women was 9%, ranging from the early excess of almost 50% to less than 10% at longer durations of bereavement (Figure).
it was 2-4. The very high excess mortality during the first six months could be partially attributable to a common event, for example, a traffic accident which causes first the death of one spouse and then later the death of the other spouse. In such a case, the death of the spouse dying later is not causally related to widowhood. The extent to which such cases account for the high overall excess mortality can be assessed by removing from the analysis all cases where both spouses had the same accidental and violent cause of death. The similarity was assessed at the 3-digit level of the ICD. At longer durations of bereavement, this procedure may somewhat "overclean" the relative mortality rates, but it is appropriate at shorter durations when the problem of common accidents is most relevant.

Common accidents and violence accounted for about 11 and 4% of the accidental and violent causes of death of widowed men and women respectively in the first six months of widowhood (table 1).

Among men the 2-84 fold excess of accidental and violent mortality in the first six months after widowhood was reduced to 2-53 when common accidents and violent deaths were removed from the data. The corresponding decline among women was from 2-42 to 2-32. The exclusion of common accidents and violence from analyses had only a marginal effect on excess mortality rates at longer durations of widowhood. The overall excess mortality from all causes of death is only marginally affected by common accidents.

**Table 1** Relative age and period standardised mortality rates in relation to duration of bereavement (not bereaved = 1-00) in 35-84 year old Finnish men and women married at the beginning of the follow up in 1985.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of bereavement</th>
<th>Accidents and violence</th>
<th>&quot;Cleaned*&quot; accidents and violence</th>
<th>All causes</th>
<th>&quot;Cleaned*&quot; all causes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not bereaved</td>
<td>1-00</td>
<td>1-00</td>
<td>1-00</td>
<td>1-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 6 months</td>
<td>2-84†</td>
<td>2-53†</td>
<td>1-30‡</td>
<td>1-29‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6+ months</td>
<td>1-85†</td>
<td>1-82†</td>
<td>1-19‡</td>
<td>1-19‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All bereaved</td>
<td>2-01†</td>
<td>1-94†</td>
<td>1-21‡</td>
<td>1-20†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not bereaved</td>
<td>1-00</td>
<td>1-00</td>
<td>1-00</td>
<td>1-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 6 months</td>
<td>2-42†</td>
<td>2-32†</td>
<td>1-22‡</td>
<td>1-22‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6+ months</td>
<td>1-38†</td>
<td>1-37†</td>
<td>1-07†</td>
<td>1-07†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All bereaved</td>
<td>1-54†</td>
<td>1-51†</td>
<td>1-09†</td>
<td>1-09†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* "Cleaned" – deaths not due to violent or accidental causes common to both spouses.
† RR different from 1-00 at the 95% confidence level.

**Common Socioeconomic Environment**

Table 2 shows the relative mortality rates for all causes except common accidents and violence ("cleaned*" all causes) standardised for age, period, and common environment before bereavement. Controlling for housing tenure and family disposable income had only a minor effect on relative mortality rates. The reduction in relative rates obtained by the statistical controls was in the region of 5-15%, depending on the duration of bereavement. The reduction in relative rates was larger at longer durations.
of widowhood. Controlling for household size, region, and language group had no effect on relative mortality rates.

**COMMON LIFE STYLES**

Spouses’ deaths may be related to each other if persons who have poor health or persons who engage in health damaging behaviour have a tendency to marry each other or if spouses’ habits converge during marriage. In the absence of data on the life styles of the persons covered by the study, we could not directly analyse the possible contribution of common life styles on the excess mortality of the bereaved. Instead we attempted to assess the effect of common life style indirectly by using data on own and spouse’s cause of death.

A distinction was made between two types of causes of death: (1) “risk taking” causes are related to hazardous life styles, including all accidental and violent causes and causes strongly related to alcohol and tobacco use; (2) all other causes (see footnotes in table 3 for more details). “Risk taking” causes comprise about 20% of all deaths among widowed men and 10% of those in widowed women.

If the spouse died of a “risk taking” cause, mortality of the widowed husband or wife was higher for both “risk taking” and other causes of death than if the spouse had died of other causes (table 3). Relatively high mortality after the spouse’s death of a “risk taking” cause might have been due to either the other spouse sharing the same “risk taking” characteristics or to the spouse dying unexpectedly (accidents and violence). However, as far as assessing the effects of common life styles was concerned, the more important observation was that excess mortality after widowhood remained even if the first spouse died of other causes than “risk taking” causes. For “cleaned” all causes, the excess mortality after bereavement from non-“risk taking” causes was only slightly lower than that observed for all bereaved – 17% among men and 6% among women.

**Discussion**

This study has shown that there is excess mortality among both men and women after a spouse dies. The age standardised excess mortality in men was almost 30% during the first six months and about 20% thereafter; the corresponding figures for women were 20% and less than 10%. During the first week of bereavement, excess mortality was around 50% in both men and women.

Three possible confounding effects or sources of bias were analysed: deaths from accidents involving both spouses’, common socioeconomic environment, and common life style. Common accidents slightly increased the excess mortality of widowed persons from all accidental and violent causes of death during the first six months of bereavement, but had a negligible effect on total mortality. Although spouses share a common socioeconomic environment or life style it seems that this has only a limited effect. Controls for housing tenure and income, household size, region of residence, and language group reduced the excess mortality of the bereaved by only about 10%. Analysis of both spouses’ causes of death, classified according to a life style dimension of disease aetiology, also provided only limited evidence for a non-causal explanation of the relationship between bereavement and mortality. Although spouses’ deaths are correlated, it seemed that the contribution of such deaths to overall excess mortality was small. However, the controls introduced here may not control sufficiently for exposure to common socioeconomic conditions and common life style.

Nevertheless, after controlling for age and period in single years, excluding common accidents and violence, and standardising as adequately as possible for common socioeconomic environment and life styles, both men and women experienced excess mortality after spousal bereavement. It appears then that this excess mortality is caused by death of a
spouse. The mechanisms leading from bereavement to excess mortality are largely unknown. However, the pattern of excess mortality in relation to duration of bereavement indicates that stress and grief have a short term effect, while the effects of loss of social, material, and task support may dominate at longer durations of bereavement.

Although the details of earlier research results vary, the findings of this study are in broad agreement with most other follow up studies of adequate size. However, some studies have reported higher excess mortality at very short durations. The results obtained from the Finnish record linkage data are in some respects more accurate than those obtained before; the data cover a large population and allow more accurate control for confounding than has been possible in previous studies. Furthermore, the effects of the duration of bereavement have been analysed in more detail.

In summary, a causal effect of death of a spouse on mortality seems to exist. However, although spousal bereavement is a major stressful life event, this causal effect seems to be relatively small and short lived. With a 17% excess mortality among bereaved men and a 6% excess among bereaved women, excess deaths caused by bereavement account for only 0.8% of all deaths in the population covered by this study.
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